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l.Introtluction

The fuzzy concept has penetrated almost all branches of

Mathematics since the introduction of the concepl of fuzzy set by L. A.

Zadeh 1111. Fuzzy sets have applications in many fields such as

information [9] and control [10]. The Theory of luzzy topological spaces

was introduced and developed by chang[6]. The concept of fuzzy pre-

open set was introduced and studied along with the concept lo fuzzy
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pre-continuity by Bin Shahna in [5]. lnl2lfuzzy separation axioms have

been introduced and investigated with the help o' fuzzy pre-open sets.

The motivation for this paper is to introduce some generalizations of

fuzzy pre-continuous functions and study their various aspects in the

direction similar to that of [3].

2. Preliminaries.

By 'fuzzy topological space we shall mean the pair (X,T)

where X is a non-empty set and T is a fuzzy topology in the sense of

C.L. Chang [6].

Definition 1. Let L be any fuzzy set in the fuzzy topological space (X,T)

L is called fuzzy pre-open [2] if 2< Int cl. i. The complernenl of a'fuzzy

pre-open set is called fuzzy pre-closed.

Def i n it i o n s 2. Lel ), be any fuzzy set in the fuzzy topological space (X,T). Then

we define fpcl (,1.) = fuzzy pre-closure of 2 = A {1tip fuzzy pre-closed and p>).} .

fplnt (i) = fuzzy pre-interior of )" = v {tllp fuzzy pre-apen and

ttr.\121.

Note : For any fuzzy set ).,fpcl (1-;) = 1- fplntl. and fplnt (1-5.1= 1- fpcl)".

Definition 3. Let (X,T) and (Y, S) be any two fuzzy topological spaces.

f : (X, T) * Cy, S) is said to be fuzzy continuous [1] if f-1 (,1) is fuzzy open

('fuzzy closed) set of X for each fuzzy open (fuzzy closed) set l" of Y.

Definition 4. Let (X,T) and (Y, S) be any two fuzzy topological spaces.

f : (X, T) * Cf, S) be a function. f is called M-fuzzy pre-continuous [2] if the

inverse image of fuzzy pre-open set in Y is fuzzy pre-open in X.

Definition 5. Let (X, T) and (Y S) be any two fuzzy topological spaces.

Let f : (X, T) -' (Y S) be a function. f is called fuzzy pre-open [2] if the image

of each fuzzy pre-open set in X is fuzzy pre-open in Y.

Definition 6. Let (X, T) and (Y, S) be fuzzy topological spaces. X and Y are
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said to be M-fuzzy pre-homeomorphic [2] <= There exists f : (X, T) * (y S)
such that f is 1-1, onto, M-fuzzy pre-continuous and fuzzy pre-open. sr-rch

an f is called fuzzy pre-homeomorphism.

Definitions 7. Afuzzy set ,tr of afuzzy topological spaceX is called (i) a
fuzzy regular open set [1] of X if lnt cl ,t = ), and (ii) afuzzy regular closed set

[1j of X if cl lnt ). = )..

Definition 8. A mapping f : (X, T) * C/, S) from afuzzy topotogicat space
(X,T) to another fuzzy topological spaee (ls) is called a fuzzy almost
continuous mapping if f-l (,i)e(X, T) for each fuzzy reEular open set l" of y [1].

Definition 9. Let (X, T) be a fuzzy topological space and y be an ordinary
subset of X. Then Tr= {i,.lYlAeT } is a fuzzy topology on y and is called the
induced or relative fuzzy topology [1]. The pair (yr") is called a fuzzy
subspace of (X, T). (Y T") is called a fuzzy open / fuzzy close d I f uzzy pre-
open fuzzy subspace if the characteristic function of y i.e. ,xv is fuzzy open
I f uzzy closed I fuzzy pre-open respectively in (X,T).

Definition 10. Afuzzy topological space (X,T) is said to be,fuzzy connected

[7] iff the only fuzzy sets which are both fuzzy open and fuzzy closed are 0*
and 1r.

Definition 11. suppose (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space. X is said to
be fuzzy extremally disconnected t4l if ,te T inrplies cU,eT.

Definition 12. Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space. X is called fuzzy
pre-extremally disconnected if the pre-closure of a fuzzy pre-open set is
fuzzy pre-open.

Definition 13. Let (X,T) and (YS) be any two fuzzy topotogicat spaces.
A function f : (X,T) -) (Y,s) is said to be strongly fuzzy continuous [3] if
t1(/) is both fuzzy open and fuzzy closed for each fuzzy open set,1 in y.

Definition 14. Let (X,T) and (y,s) be any two fuzzy topological spaces.
f : (X.T) * (YS) is said to be strongly fuzzy pre-continuous if f 1(1.) is
fuzzy pre-open and fuzzy pre-closed for each fuzzy set l. in y.
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Definition 15. Let tX T) be aiuzzy tcpological space. A f"izzy set 't in X

is called generaiised fuzzy pre-open (in shcrt gfpo) r+p< fplntl" whenever

pr is luzzY Pre-ciosed and Li < )

Definition 16. Let (X.T) and (y,s) be any twc fuzzy topcrogical spaces.

A map f : (X,T) * (Y,S) is called gfpre - continuous if the inverse image

of every fuzzy pre-closed set in Y is gfpre - ciosed in X'

Def inition ,!7. Let (X,T) and (Y,s) be any two fuzzy topological spaces'

A map f : (X,T) -+ (Y,S) is called fuzzy gc-pre-irresolute if the inverse

image of every gfpre-closed sei in Y is gfpre"ciosed in X'

Definition 1g. Let (X,T) and (y.s) be any two fuzzy toporogical spaces.

f : (X,T) * Cf,S) is said to be perfectly fuzzy pre-continuous if the inverse

image of every fuzzy pre-open set in Y is both fuzzy open and fuzzy

closed in X.

tr,lotation. we shall denote the complement of any fuzzy set L either by

).t cr bY 1-)t.

Pre-closure of any non-zero fuzzy set in AcX is denoted

as fPcloa.

For concepts not defined in this paper we refer to [6]'

3. Fuzzy almost pre-continuous mappings'

Definition 19. A',fuzzy set 2 of afuzzy topological space X is called (i) afuzzy

regular pre-open set of X if fplnt [fpcl't] = l" and (ii) a fuzzy regular pre-closed

set of X if fPcl [fPintl"] = 'r''

FromthiswecandeducethefollowinEsimpleproperties

1. Afuzzy set,t of aluzzy topologicalspace X is regular

pre-open e1-2 is fuzzy regular pre-closed'

2. Every fuzzy regular pre-open set !s a fuzzy pre-open set'

3. Every fuzzy regular pre-closed set is fuzzy pre-closed'

4. (a) The pre-closure of afuzzy pre-open set is a fuzzy

regular Pre-clsoed set and

,""<
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(tr)Thepre.interiorofafuzzypre-closedsetisafuzzyregularpre.
open set.

Proof.(a)Letibeatuzzy-pre-opensetofafuzzyspaceX.fplnt[fpcll.]<fpcl/''

fpci{fplnt [fpcl;t]]< fpcl l. (hy 'lefinition)-(1) irlow iis fuzzy pre-open and

l,<fpcliimpliesthatl,<fplnt[fpcll']andhencefpcl,l,<fpcl{fplnt[fpcl,t]}-(2).
From (1) and (2), we get fpc?,= fpci{fplnt [fpcll']i'

(b)Let,ibeafuzzypre.closedsetofafuzzytopologicalspaceX.fpcl
lfplnt,r,l > fplnt .1, fpint {fpcl[fpIntl"j] > fplntl"-(3) (by definition) Now I' is

pre-closedandi>fplnti.Thatisl'>fpcl[fplnt'l']andthereforefplntiA
fplnttfpcllfplnt,r,l) - (4). From (3) and (4), we get fplnt2 = fplnt{fpclnt(fpint

- 2)i. Thus fpint,l is a fuzzy pre-regular closed set'

Example 1. Let X = {a,b}, Define T = {0x,1r,1'} where l' ; f, -*[0'1] is such

that 2(a) =1, ).(b)=112. Consider afuzzy setz:X-+ [0'1]such thatp(a)=o'

p (b)=3/+. Since clp=1,Intclz=1>Lt. Therefore Ttisfuzzy pre-open' since

lntp=6,cllntp=0.HenceTLisfuzzypre-closed.Thereforefpcllt=pand
f plnt [f pc l(p)1=tt. Hence p is luzzy reg ular pre-open ' Since

fpcl fplnt !.=tt, tt is also luzzy regular pre-closed'

Definition 20. A mapping f : (X,T) *(YS) from a fuzzy topological space

(X,T) to another fuzzy topological space (Y,S) is called afuzzy almost

pre.continuousmappingiff-l(1,)isfuzzypre.openforeachfuzzyregular
pre-open set / of Y.

Exarnple2.Let(X,T)beafuzzyindiscretetopologicalspace'Let(Y'S)
be afuzzy topological space. Let f : (X,T) * (Y'S) be any map' Then f is

fuzzy almost Pre-continuous.

Propositiont.t-etf:(X,T)*(Y,S)beamapping'Thenthefollowing
are equivalent.

(l) f is afuzzy almost pre-continuous mapping'

(ii) f-1fu| is a fuzzy pre-closed set foi"each fuzzy regular

pre-closed set p of Y.

(iii) f 1(i) <fpintf 1lfplnt(fpcli.)]foreach fuzzy pre-open set;t orY'
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<t'(u) for each fuzzy pre-closed set p of y.

": :' = -ei .l be a fuzzy regular pre-closed sei of y. Then p'is
ftg, regular pre-open. Therefore, by (i) f'1 (a') is fuzzy pre-open. Thisr
means that (fr (rz'))' is fuzzy pre-closed. That is f" (t ) is fuzzy pre-
closed. Similarly one can show that (ii) =+ (i).

(i) = (iii). Let,1 be a fuzzy pre-open set of y. Then we have
f-'(i) < f-1[fplnt(fpcti)]. By the properiy a(b), fplnt(fpct),) is fuzzy
regular pre-open set of y, hence f i[fpint(fpcl,t)] is a f uzzy pre_open
set of X. Thus f-,(r.)< [f-1[fpInt(fpctr,)] = fpint{f-1[fpInt(fpct,1)]].

(iii) + (i) Let r. be a fuzzy regurar pre-open set of y. Then we
have f-1(,1) < fplntf-1[fplntf-1(fpct/)]=fplntf-1(1,)" But fptnt f-i(,1) < t.,(),).
Thus f-1(2) = fplntf-1(tr) shows that f-1(,1) is afuzzy pre-open set of X.

(ii) =: (iv) Let 7u be a f uzzy pre-closed set of y. Then p > fpcl(f pint
vr). Therefore, f-,(a)> f-1[fpct(fplnt p)]. since fpct(fplnt,rz) is a fuzzy
regular pre-closed set of X, f-r[fpcl (fplntp)] is a fuzzy pre-closed set ,
of X. Then '{''Qr) > f 1[fpcl(fplnt p)l = fpct f-1[fpct(fplntp)].

(iv) = (ii) Let pbe afuzzy regurar pre-crosed set of y. Hence by
assumption (iv) we have fpcl f 1[fpcl(fplnt p)l<f ,(p). That is fpct f-lfu)
< l-'(p). But f-1(p)<f pclf-1(11. Therefore , f-,(p) =fpctf-1(p). This proves
that f-1fu) is fuzzy pre-closed.

Remark. Let f:(X,T)-+ ffis) be any M-fuzzy pre-continuous mapping. Then
f is f uzzy almost pre-continuous.

4. Fuzzy bicontinuous, fuzzy pre-bicontinuous, M-fuzzy
pre-b iconti n u ous and f uzzy gc-pre_bi irresol ute maps.

Note : The following definitions are the fuzzyfied concept of the
bicontinuous mapping given in IS].

Definition 21. Let (X,T) and (y,s) be any two fuzzy.roooiogical spaces.
Let f : (x,T) * (Y,s) be any map. f is cailed fuzzy c ccrtinuous if it is
onto and if (1. in Y is fuzzy open).=(f 1(L) in Xis fuzzy, :i:: !quluaienily, if
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(i in Y is fuzzy closed)e(f-1(l,) in X is fuzzy closed).

Definition 22. Lel (X,T) and (Y,S) be any two fuzzy topological spaies.

Let f : (X,T) -, (Y,S) be any map. f is called fuzzy pre-bicontinuous if it
is onto and if (2 in Y is fuzzy open)<:(f-1(;t) in X is fuzzy pre-open.

Equivalantly, if (L in Y is fuzzy closed)<+(f-1(2) in X is f uzzy pre-closed).

Definition 23. Let (X,T) and (Y,S) be any two fuzzy topological spaces.

Let f : (X,T) - (Y,S) be any map. f is called M-fuzzy pre-bicotinuous if it

is onto and if ( 2 in Y is fuzzy pre-open)<+(t1(1.) in X is fuzzy pre-open).

Equivalently, if (;t in Y is fuzzy closed) e (f-1(2) in X is fuzzy pre-closed).

Proposition 2. if f is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous and one-to-one, then f is
fuzzy pre-homeomorphism.

Proposition 3. Let f : (X,T) * (Y,S) be M-fuzzy pre - bicontinuous and

g : (YS) * (Z,R). lf h = gf is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous, then so is g. If h

is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous, then so is g.

Proof. ,f

X+Y

Z

Let, ,tr be any fuzzy pre-open set in Z. Since h is M-fuzzy pre-

continuous, h-'(1) is fuzzy pre-open. h-1(1.)=t-1(g-1(,1)) is'fuzzy pre-open.

Since by assumption, f is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous, g-1(1") is fuzzy pre-

open. This proves g is M-fuzzy pre-continuous.

Next, let us assume that h is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous and that
g1(,1) is fuzzy pre-open. Since f is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous, f-l(g-1(r)) is

fuzzy pre-open. f 1(g1(1.)) = h-'(,1) is fuzzy pre-open. Since h is M-fuzzy pre-

continuous, Tisfuzzy pre-open. Therefore g is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous.

,
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Propcsition 4. lf f : (X,T) * (Y,S) is M-fuzzy pre-continuous, ontr.r and
pre-open, then f is M-fuzzy pre-bicontinuous"

Definltion 24. Let (X,T) and (Y,S) be any two f uzzy topoiogical spaces.

A rnap f : (X,T) * (YS) is called fuzzy gc-pre-biirresolute if it is onto and

if (i in Y is gfpre-closed) <+ (f-1(j.) in X is gfpre-ctosed).

Proposition 5. Let f : (X,T) * (Y,S) be gc-pre-bi!rresolute and g : (Y,S)

-i (2, R). lf h=gf is gc-pre-irresolute then so is g. lf h is gc-pre-biirresolute

then so is g.

Z

Proof. Let l. be gfpre-apen in Z. Since h is gc-pre-irresolute, h-1(1.) is
gfpre-open. h-'(11=f-t1n1(1.)). As f is gc-pre-biirresolute, g',(,1) is gfpre-
open. Therefore g is gc-pre-irresolute.

Next, Let us assume that g1(i.) is gfpre-open. Since f isfuzzy gc-pre-

biirresolute t'(g'(,1)) is gfpre-open. But f-,(g-,(r.)) = h-,(2).Since h is gc-pre-

biirresolute ,1 is gfpre-open. Therefore g is fuzzy gc-pre-biirresolute.

5" Fuzzy pre - T,,, space and its properties.

Definition 25. Afuzzy topological space (X,T) is said to be fuzzy pre -
T,.rspace if every gfpre-closed set in (X,T) is fuzzy closed in (X,T).

Proposition 6. Let f : (X,T) - (Y,S) and g : (Y,S) -(Z,R) be rnappings
and Y be f uzzy pre - T.,,r. lf f and g are gfpre-continuous, then g.f is gfpre-

continuous. The above proposition is not vaild if Y is not fuzzy pre -7,,^.

Example 3. Put X = {a,b,c}. Define T,= {0r,1*,)t} where A-.X * [0,1] is

X
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such that i (a)=i (b)=t, l(c)=6. Tr={0*,1r,7} where 7:X+[0,1] such that

/(a)=1, y(b)=l(c)=0. T3={0*,1x,p} where p:X*[0,1] is such that p(a)=0,

p(b)=1, p(c)=o. Also define f :(X,T,) -*(X,T2) as f(a)=a, f(b)=a, f(c;=5

and tet g: (X,Tr) *(X,T3) be the identiiy map. f is luzzy open for f(i)=y,

f(0*)=0*, f (1*)=1* . f is fuzzy continuous, for f-t171=;1, f 1(0*)=0*, f '(1r)=1*'

since f is fuzzy open and fuzzy continuous, the inverse image of every

fuzzy pre-open set in (X,Tr) is fuzzy pre-open in (X,T,)' Equivalently'

the inverse image of every fuzzy pre-clgsed set in (X,Tr) is fuzzy pre

closed in (X,T,). That is the inverse image of every fuzzy pre-closed set

in (X,T.) is gfpre-closed in (x,Tl), Therefore f is gfpre-continuous.

g is gf-pre-continuous. For, any fuzzy pre-closed set l',in fX,T) we

havelnt cl),,< )"r. sinceg is an identity map, the above inequality can

be written as Int cl g-1(1..,) < g-'(1.,).Therefore g-'(i,) isfuzzy pre-closed

in (X,Tr).+9-1(i,) is gfpre-closed in (X,Tr)' g'f is not gfpre-

continuous. For (1-p) is fuzzy pre-closed in (X,T.) and g-1(1-p)=1-p'

Theref ore t ,(g-,(1-p))=f-,(1-p). But f-1(1-p)(a)=(1 -p)f (a)=(1 -p)(a)=1 ,

f-1(1-p) (b)= (1 -a)f (b)=(1-p)(a)= 1 ,f-1(1-p)(c)= (1-p)f (c)=(1 -p)(b)=0. Therefore,

f-r('!-p)= ,i which is not fuzzy closed in (X,T,). clr,Intr,fl(1^p1=1>F'(1-

,o)=,tr.. This showsthat f-1(1-p) is not fuzzy pre-closed in (X,T,). fpcl f-1(1-

p) +1 <1. implies that f-l(1-p) is not gfpre closed in (X,T,). That is (g.f)-

1(1-p) is not gfpre closed in (X,T,). (X,Tr) is not fuzzy pre - T,,r, since g-

1(1-l) is gfpre-closed in (X,Tr) but not iuzzy closed in (X'Tr)'

Proposition 7. Let (X,T) be a'fuzzy pre - T.,rspace and (Y'S) be atuzzy

topologicai space. Let f : (X,T) *(Y,S) be a gfpre-continuous map. Then

! is fuzzy continuous.

Froposition 8. Let (X,T) be afuzzy pre -T,,rspace and (Y'S) be afuzzy

topological space. Let f : (X,T) -(YS) be a strongly fuzzy pre-continuous

map. Then f is perfectly fuzzy pre-continuous.

Proposition 9. Let (X,T) be a luzzy pre - T,,, space and (Y,S) be a fuzzy

topological space. Let f : (X,T) -(Y,S) be a gfpre-continuous map' Then

f is M-fuzzy pre-continuous.
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Proposition 10. Let (X,T), (Y,S) and (Z,R) be any fuzzy topological

spaces. let f : (X,T) -,Cf,S), g : Cf,S) * (Z,R) be maps such that f is M-fuzzy pre-

continuous and g is fuzzy pre-continuous. Then g.f is fuzzy pre-continuous.

6. Generalized tuzzy pre - T,,, space and its properties.

Definition 26. Afuzzy topological space (X,T) is said to be generalized

-fuzzy pre - T ,,, if every fuzzy pre-closed set in (X,T) is 'f uzzy closed in

(X,T). lt is denoted by gfpre-T,,r.

Proposition 11. Let (X,T), (Y,S) and (Z,R) be any fuzzy topological

spaces. Let f : (X,T) *(YS) and g : (Y,S) * (Z,R) be fuzzy pre-continuous

mappings and Y be generalized fuzzy pre - T,,, space. Then g.f is fuzzy

pre-conti n uous.

The above proposition is not valid if Y is not generalizedfuzzy pre

- T,,, as the following example shown.

Example 4. Let X = {a,b,c,}. Define T,={0*,1*,1.) where 2 : Y *[0,1] is such

that t(a)=7"1b)= 1 , ,. (c)= 0 , T ,={o*,1*,/t } where p.X-r[0,1] is such that p(a)=$,

,a(b)=0, p(c)=1, Tu={0r,1r,p) where p : X-[0,1] is such that p(a)=Q, p(b)=1,

p(c)=0. Also define f : (X,,T.,)-,(X1,Tr) as f(a)=a, f(b)=a, f(c)=5 and let g :

(X,Tr)*(X,Tr) be the identity map. f is fuzzy pre-continuous. For tt(lt)(a)

= pf(a) =lr(a) = 0, f-1(/Xb) = pt(b) = p(a) = 0, f-1(rz)(c)=p'f(c)=p(b)=0. Therefore

'f ttp)=O*, f-1(0*)=0*, f-1(1*)=1r. g is fuzzy pre-continuous. For ga(1-p)=1'p

is'fuzzy pre-closed in (X,Tr). g.f is not fuzzy pre-continuous. For (1-p) is

fuzzy ciosed in (X,T.) and g-1(1-p)=1-p. Therefore f-'(g-'(1-p))=f4(1-p), f-'(l-

d ta)= (1-p)f (a)= ( 1 - p) (a)= 1, f'l (1 -p) (b)= (1 -p)f (b) = (1 - p) (a)= 1, f-1 (1 -p) (c) = (1 -

p)f(c)=(1-p)(b)=0. Therefore f-1(1-p}=1, which is not fuzzy closed in (X,T,).

Again Intr,fl(1-p)=),. Therefore clr, Intr,(1-p)=1 Hence, 
"lr, 

lntr, 'fa(1'p1=1.

Thus clr., Intr, f-1(1-p)>f'1(1-p)=1. This shows that f-l(1-p) is not tuzzy pre'

closed in (X,T,). (X,T2) is not gfpre -T,,, for g-1(1 -p) is f uzzy pre-closed in

(X,Tr) but not fuzzy closed in (X,Tr).

Froposition 12. Let (X,T) be a gf pre -T,,, space. Let f : (X,T)* (Y,S) be

a strongly fuzzy pre-continuous map. Then f isf uzzy continuous.
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7. lnterrelations between the functions

Proposition 13. Every fuzzy pre -T,,, space is gfpre-T,,r^

Proposition 14. Let f : (X,T)*(tS) be any map from afuzzy topological
space (X,T) into a fuzzy gfpre-T,,, space (yS). lf f is fuzzy pre-continuous

then f is fuzzy almost pre-continuous" This proposition is not vaild if y is
not gfpre-T,,, See example 5.

Exarnple 5. Let X={a,b,c}, Y=ip,q,r,}.Define T,={0*,1r,1.} where
.t:X*[0,1] such that l.(a)=1, ,i(b;=6-;(c). Define Tr={0",1r,p} where

7z:Y-+[0,1] such that 7z(p)=p(q)=1, /(r)=0. Also define f :(X,T,)-(y,Tr)
as f(a)=f(5)=p, f1c;=0. Then f is fuzzy pre-continuous. For any set
p:Y+[0,1] such that p(p)=6, p(q)= 1 , and p(r)=0. Since clrrp=1,Intrrclr,
p=1, p is fuzzy pre-open.Since Intrrp=0,clrrlnt* p=0, p is fuzzy pre-
closed. Since fplntr, fpclr,p =fplntrr/ =p, p is fuzzy regular pre-
o pe n. F u rt h er f I (p) (a)= p(f (a)) =p(p) = 0,f', (p) (b) =p(f(b)=p (p) =0, f-1
(p){c)=p(f (c)=p(q)=1 . Since Int,ct,f'1(p) = 0<f-,(p), f 1(p) is not fuzzy pre-
open. Hence f is not fuzzy almost pre-continuous. But y is not gfpre-
T,,r. For pisfuzzy pre-open in (yTr) but not fuzzy open in (y,Tr).

Proposition 15. Let f:(X,T)-+(Y,S) be any map from a gfpre-T,,, space
(X,T) into a gfpre-T,,rspace (Y,S) Then f is M-fuzzy pre-continuous *f
is fuzzy bicontinuous. This proposition is not vaild if (x,T) is not gfpre-
T,,r. See example 6.

Example 6. Let x=ta,b) and the topology T defined on X be indiscrete. Let
Y={p,q} and the topology S defined on y be discrete. Let f: (X,T)*ff,S) be
any onto map. since T is indiscrete, inverse image of every fuzzy pre-open
set in (/,S) is fuzzy pre-open in (X,T). Since S is discrete, fr(p) in (X,T) is
fuzzy pre-open impliesp in (YS) isfuzzy pre-open. Therefore f is M-fuzzy
pre-bicontinuous. But this is not fuzzy bicontinuous and (X,T) is not
gfpre-T,,r.

Proposition 16. Let f:(X,T)+(V,S) be any map from a gf pre-T,/2 space
(X,T) into a fuzzy topotogicat space (y, S). Then f is fuzzy pre_

.{h.k---....
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bicontinuous<= f is 'f uzzy bicontinous'

This proposition is not valid if (X, T) is not gf pre-T,,r, See examples 7

and 8.

Example 7. Let X = {a, b} and the topology T defined on X be indiscrete.

Let Y = {p, q} and the topology S defined on Y be discrete' Let f: (X, T)

* (Y, S) be any ontr: map. since T is indiscrete, inverse image of every

fuzzy open set in (Y, s) is fuzzy pre-open in (X, T). Since S isdiscrete,

t1(pi) in (X,T) is fuzzy pre-open implies p ir (Y, S) is fuzzy pre-cpen'

Therefore f is fuzzy pre-bicontinuoLts. But tiiis is not fuzzy bicontinuous

and (X, T) is not gfPre-T,,r.

Example 8. Let X = ia, b, c), Y = { p, q, r}. Define T, = {0*, 1,, ii wherel :

X*[0,i] such ihat I(a) =1, l.(b) = 0, ]"(c) = 1. Define Tr={0r, 1r, i"i} where P:

y *[0 1] such that p(p)=0, p(q) =1, p(r)=1. Define f: (X, T,) - {Y, Tr) as f(a) =

q fib) = p, f(c) =r. p is fuzzy open in (Y, T,). f '(ir)(a)=pf(a)=p(q)=1,
i,(ir)(b)=u(p)=0, t'(p)(c)=pf(c)=p(r)=1 . Therefore f '(p)=;'" which is fuzzy open

in (X,T,). For the fuzzy open set )" =f-1(p)in (X,T,), p is fuzzy open in er,TJ,

f is also onto. Hence f is fuzzy bicontinuous. f is not fuzzy pre-

bicontinuous. For the set i',:X*[0,1] such that 2',(a)=1, X,(b)=1, 2',(c)=0,

c!7",=1 , Intcl?,.,=1>2r,-)", is fuzzy pre-open in (X,T,). f(t,)(R)=1 , f(i,)(O)=1'

f(2..)(r)=0. Therefore f(I,) is nolfuzzy open in (YTr). FurtherX is not gfpre-

T',,. For l"ris afuzzy pre-open set in (X, T,) but )". is not fuzzy open in (X, T,)'

Proposition : 17. Let f: (X, T) *(YS) be any map from a'fuzzy pre-T,,,

space (X, T) into a fuzzy pre-Trp sPoce (YS). Then f is fuzzy gc-pre-

biirresolute c+ f is fuzzy bicontinuous.

This proposition is not valid if (x, T) is not fuzzy pre-T,,r. See example 9.

Example 9. Let X = (a,b) and the topology T define on X be indiscrete' Let

Y = {p, q} and the topology S defined on Y kre discrete. Let f : (X, T) * (Y, S)

be any onto map. since T is indiscrete, inverse image of every gfpre-open

set in (Y S) is fgpre-open. Since S is discrete, f-t(t) in (X,T) is gfpre-open

irnplies p in (YS) is gfpre-open. Therefore f is fuzzy gc-pre-biirresolute'

But f is not fuzzy bicontinuous and (X,T) is not fuzzy pre-T.,,r'
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8. Definition and some properties of fpcl*

Definition 27 . Let 7" be a fuzzy set in X and define fuzzy fplnt*(I)=V{p/u<t
and p is gf pre-open). fpcl*11,;=XtWlft>L and p is gf pre-closed).

Note. For any {uzzy set }", fpcl*(1-X7=1-fpInt*X. and fplnt*(1-7")=1-fpcl*},.

Proposition 18. f : (X, T) - (Y, S) is fuzzy gc-pre-irresolute
<+f[fpcl*tr ]<fpcl.f(I) for any set ], of X.

Proof. Suppose f is fuzzy gc-pre-irresolute. Let l" be any set in X. fpcl*f(2,)

is gf-pre-closed. Since f is fuzzy gc-pre-irresolute, f-1[fpcl.f(},)] is gf pre-

closed in X. Now L<f-1f(tu)<f-1[fpcl-f(],)1. By the definition fo fpcl*, fpcl*2"<

f-1[fpcl*f(l.)]. That is f[fpcl*I]<fpcl*f(]"). Conversely suppose that 7" is gf pre-

closed set in Y. Now by hypothesis f[fpcl*f-1(].)l<fpcl*f [f-1(r;1=1 .+ fpct*f-1(],)

< f-'(2,). But f-l(I)<fpcl*f-l(),). Therefore f-1(),;=1p61"1-1(7"). Hence 1-t12v) is gfpre-

closed. Therefor"e f is fuzzy gc-pre-irresolute.

Proposition 19. f : (X, T) * Cf, S) is f uzzy gc-pre-irresolute c+For all tuzzy
sets 7, of Y, fpcl*f 1(I)<f-l(fpcl*}").

Proof. Suppose f is fuzzy gc-pre-irresolute. Now fpcl-(),) is gfpre-closed

and therefore by assumption fl(fpcl*i,) is gfpre-closed. Since f1()")<f-i(fpcl"2,),
it follows from the definition of fpcl* that fpcl* that fpcl" f-1()")<f-1(fpcl*l).
Conversely, suppose i is gfpre-closed in y. Then by assumption fpcl"
f-1(X) <f-1(fpcl"(X)) = t1(tu). Bui f-1()")<fpct"f1(1"). But f1(1")<fpct*f-,(f).Therefore
fpcl*f-1(1") = f 1(fpcl*1.) 

=f-1(2!). Thus f-1(),) is gfpre-closed.

g. Fuzzy generalised pre-compact spaces

Definition 28. A collection {1",i ,.. of fgpre-open sets in X is called gfpre-

open cover of a fuzzy set p in X if p < V,.. fu,.

Definition 29. A fuzzy topological space (X,T) is called fgpre-compact if
every gfpre-open cover of X has a finite subcover.

Definition 30. Afuzzy set i" in X is said to be fgpre-compact relative to X if
for every collection {fu,} ,.. of gf pre-open sets of X such that }"< V,..fu, there
exists a finite subset f"of I such that 2u< Vr.rJur.

-
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Definition 31. Afuzzy set x. of X is said to be fgpre-compact if 1, is fgpre-

comPact relative to X'

Proposition 20. A gf-pre-continuous image of a fgpre-compact space is

fuzzY Pre-comPact'

Proof. Let f : (X, T) * (Y, S) be gf pre-continuous map from a fg pre-

compact space X onto afuzzytoporogicar space Y. Let {r,i,..be a collection

of fuzzy pre-open sets of Y such that 15 Vr"')'r"'(1)' Since f is gfpre-

continuous and each 1",is fuzzy pre-open in'/' f-1(i') is gf pre-open in X'

From (1), 1r=f-'(1") s V,-rf-1(r,)' i'e if-l(?'')i '.ris 
o gf pre open cover of X'

SinceXisfgpre.compact,thereexistsafinitesubsetf"offsuchthatl*<
vr.r"f-1()"r) + 1"< V,..o(2",)' Therefore Y is fuzzy pre-compact'

propositio n 21. lfa map f:(X, T) * (y s) is fuzzy gc-pre-irresolute and if l"

is fgpre-compact relative to X then f ()') is fgpre-compact relative to Y'

Proof. Let {}",},.. be a collection of gfpre-open sets of Y such that f(?')< V''"

}'1...(1).Sincefisgc-pre-irresoluteandeach)",isgfpre.openinY,f.1(I,)is
gfpre-open in X. From (1), x=f-l[f(]")l< V1.rf 1(2",)' i'e' f-'(tur)'" is a gfpre-open

coverofX.SinceXisfgpre-compact,thereexistsafinitesubsetf"off
such that tu< vr..J'(1,,), f(1.)<f[v,=rJ1(tu,)]< V,.."i",' Therefore f (]') is fuzzy

fg Pre-comPact.

Proposition22.Astronglygfpre.continuousimageolafuzzypre-compact
space is fg Pre-comPact'

proof. Let f : (x, T) * (y, s) be a strongry gf pre-continuous map from

afuzzy pre-compact space X onto a fuzzy topological space Y' Let {X''}

beacorectionofgfpre-opensetsofysuchthatl"<V,.rf,-(1)'sincefis
stronglygfpre-continuousandeachl',isgfpre-openlny'f'1(?'')isfuzzypre-
open cover of X. From (1) 1*=fl11") < vr'ff-1(rr)' { f-1(rr)i '"it ' 

fuzzy pre-

open in X. Since X is fuzzy pre-compact there exists a finite subset I"of

f such thatl* < V,..J'(x',)' This implies 1"=f (1') < f [V 
"J-'(i')]< 

V'"or''

Therefore Y is fgPre-comPact'
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10. Generalized f uzzy pre-extremally disconnected spaces

Definition 32. X is said to be generalised fuzzy pre-extremally

disconnected if fpcl*(X") is gf pre-open whenever )' is gf pre-open.

Proposition 23. For any fuzzy topological space X the following are equivalent

(a) X is generalised fuzzypre-extremally disconnected.

(b) For each gfpre-closed set l', fpint*I is gf pre-closed.

(c) For each gfpre-open set I, we have fpcl"1,+fpcl"[1-fpcl*]'l=1 '

(d) For each pair of a gfpre-open sets i, p in X with fpcl*7"+p=1, we have

fpcl",l"+ fpcl*p = 1

Prof : a -.> b Let )" be any gf pre-closed set. We claim fplnt*}" is gf pre-

closed. Now 1- i is gf pre-open and so by assumption (a) fpcl" (1-1") is gf

pre-open. That is fplnt")" is gfpre-closed.

b.=c Let 7, be any gfpre-open set.Them 1 -fpcl*h = fplnt*(1-2") ----- (1).

Consider fpci"}, + fpcl* [1-fpcl*tu=fpcl*]"+fpcl* [fplnt* (1-I). As ]' is gf pre-

open 1-)" is gfpre-closed and by assumption (b) fpInt.(1-)") is gf pre-closed

and therefore pcl" fpinty" (1-2,1 = fplnt" (1-1"). Nowfpcl*}" + fpcl" [1-fpcl*tu]=

fpcl*?, + fplntn (1-1"1 = fpcl*tu +1-fpcl"2' = 1.

c=+d Let 1, and p be any two gfpre-open sets such that fpcl*2'+p=1..' 121

Now by assumption (c) fpcl*tu + fpcl* [1 - fpcl.I] = 1 = fpcl*2," + p. That is p

= fpcl" [1- fpcl*], j .. (3). But p= 1-fpcl*]" from (2). Thus we have fpcl*p =

fpcl*[1-fpcl"X.] ... (4). From (3) and (4), it follows that p = fpcl*p ...(5). That is

p is gfpre - closed. From (2) and (5), it follows that fpcl*)" + fpcl"p =1.

d-a Let 2" be any gfpre - open set. Put p =1-fpcl*i' "'(6). Clearly p

is gfpre-open and from the construction of p, it follows that fpcl*tu+ p =1

Hence by assumption (d) we have fpcl*1' + fpcl"p = 1,

fpcl*p = 1- fpcl"l ... (7). From (6) and (7), we have p = fpcl*p. That is p is

gfpre-closed and so fpcl*tu = l.-fpcl*p is gf pre-open.

11. fg pre-Gonnected and gf pre-super connected spaces

Proposition 24 Suppose that X is gfpre-T,,rspace. Then X is fuzzy connected

<+ X is fuzzy pre-connected.
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Proof. Assume that X is gfpre -T,,, and fuzzy connected. lf possible, let X

be not fuzzy pre-connected. This means that there exists a proper fuzzy set

1" such that l" is both fuzzy pre-open and fuzzy pre-closed. Since X is gf pre-

T,,r, X is tuzzy open and fuzzy closed and this means that X is not fuzzy

connected. Contradiction. The converse follows easily.

Definition 33. A fuzzy topological space X is said to be fuzzy generalised

pre*connected space iff the only fuzzy sets which are both gfpre-open and

gfpre-closed are 0x and 1x.

Froposition 25. Every fgpre-connected space isfuzzy connected.

Prof: Let X be a fgpre-connected space and suppose that X is not fuzzy

connected. Therefore there exists a proper subset X"(tu* 0x,i"+1x) such that 1.

is both fuzzy open andfuzzy closed. Since fuzzy open ::) gf pre-open, it follows
that X is not fgpre-connected. Contradiction. Hence X is fuzzy connected. The
converse is not true. See Example 10.

Example 10. Let 1 = {a,b,c} and T = {0a, 1a,2,} where }":X -+[0,1] is such that i
(a)=0, 7,. (b) = i (c) =t. Then (X,T) is fuzzy connected, but it is not fgpre-

connected. Forp:X-+[0,l jissuchthatp(c) =1, ]r(a) = p(b) = 0, clp=l,Intclpr=
1>p=*p is fuzzy pre-open =p is gfpre-open. Intp=0, cllntp=0<;r=p is fuzzy-

closed=+p gfpre-closed. Thus there exists a proper fuzzy set p which is both

gfpre-open and gfpre-closed in (X,T). Therefore (X,Ti is notfgpre-connected.

Proposition 26. Every fgpre-connecied space is fuzzy pre-connected.

Proof. Let X be a fg pre-connected space and suppose that X is not fuzzy

pre-connected. Therefore there exists a proper subset i,()u+0x,1.+1x) such

that i is both fuzzy pre-open andfuzzy pre-closed. Since fuzzy pre-open =gfpre-
open it follows that X is not fgpre-connected. Conradication. Hence X is fuzzy

pre-connected.

Proposition 27. Suppose that X is fuzzy pre-T rrspace.Then X isfuzzy connected

o X is fuzzy pre-connected.

Proof. Assume that X is fuzzy pre-T r,randfuzzy connected. lf possible let X be

notfuzzy pre-connected. This means there exists a properfuzzy set ?" such that

2. is both fuzzy pre-open and fuzzy pre-closed. Every 'fuzzy pre-closed set !s
gfpre-closed. Since Xis fuzzy pre-T,,r, 2" is fuzzy open and fuzzy closed and
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this means that X is not fuzzy connected. Contradiction. Therefore X is fuzzy

pre-connected. The converse follows easily.

Definition 34. A gfpre-closed set is called regular gfpre-closed if l,=fpcl*[fplnt*(2")]"

Thefuzzy complement of regulargf pre-closed set is called regulargfpre-open.

Definition 35. A fuzzy topological space X is called gf pre-super connected if

there is no proper regular gf pre-open set in X.

Definition 36. X is said to be gf strongly pre-connected if it has no non zero

fuzzy pre-closed sets i", and )", such that ?"1+1,2 <1. lf X is not gf-strongly pre-

connected then it will be called gf-weakly pre-connected.

Example 11. Let X = {a,b}. Define T - {Ox, 1x, }"} where }.:X*[0,1] is such that

1"(a)=6, L(b)=2/.. Define any set 7',:X-[0,1], (i=1,2,3,4) such that case (i) r.,(a) +

0 2"1(b) = 0, case (ii) ),r(a)=0 tu (b)+ 0<11.. case (iiD 2,3(a) =0, 1/s< I3(b)< 2/.. case

(iv) Io(a)=0, I4(b)>2/3.

case (i) cl)",=ntt,Int cl)",=O<),.r. Therefore 2"l is not fuzzy pre-open. Intl"j=O, cl

IntI,=0, cl Intl.=0<7",. Therefore i", is fuzzy pre-closed -),, is gfpre-closed.

Case (ii). cl)"r=Lt,lnt cl}"r=0<)"r. Therefore 1", is not fuzzy pre-open.

lnti"r=0, cl Intl"r=0<)"r. Therefore T"risfuzzy pre-closed =7,, is gfpre-closed.

Case (iii)" cl2u.=1, Int cltu.=1>7".. 1". is fuzzy pre-open. Therefore 1". is gfpre-open.

Int ?ur=O, cl Int)".=0<1.. 2u. is fuzzy pre-closed" Therefore 2.. is gfpre-closed.

Case (iv) clX"r=1 , Int cll"r=1>7"0. Therefore )"oisfuzzy pre-open.

=> )uo is gf pre-open Int. 2"0=2u,cl Int 1"0=1>7"r. Therefore io is not fuzzy pre-closed.

.,+ it has non-zero fuzzy pre-closed sets X,., and 2", such that 7"1+),2<1 .

Therefore X is gf-weakly pre-connected.

Proposition 28" lf X is generalizedfuzzy pre-super connected then

i) X does not have non-zero gfpre-open sets 1,, and 2,, such that L,+Lr=1.

ii) X does not have non-zero fuzzy sets )", and 1", satisfying

fpcl*)"., +fu ,=1, +fpcl*l,e= 1 .

Proof (i). There exist a non-zero gfpre-open sets 1", and i", such that ?vr+\r=1.

Now2",=1-2u, and fpcl*fu,=fpcl*(1-i"r)=1-)"r, fplnt*[fpcl*]",]=fplnt*(1-]"r)=

fplnt*}",=7",. This is contradiction to our assumption. Therefore X does not

have non-zero gf pre-open sets 2', and i, such that 7,.,+)"r=1.
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(ii) There exist non-zero fuzzy sets i,. and 2,2 such that fpcl"),"r+)tr=1.

Ir+fpcl*1.2='l .

),r=1-fpcl"),, and 1,,+fpcl*[1-fpcl*]",1=1, f 1+fpcl*[fplnt*(1-]",)J=1 , fpcl" [fplnt*
(1-1.,)l=1-2,,. This is a contradiction to our assurnption. Therefore X does

not have non-zero fuzzy sets lr, and 1", satisfying fpcl*i,,,+?''r=1,+fpcl"iz=1.
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